Quote of the Day

The supreme quality for leadership is unquestionably integrity. Without it, no real success is possible, no matter whether it is a section gang, a football field, or an army.

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Leadership

US backs India’s role in Afghanistan

WASHINGTON - A US official said on Thursday that the United States supports India’s continued involvement in Afghanistan.

So far India has contributed more than $3 billion since 2001 in Afghanistan.

“The United States welcomes India’s substantial investment in and assistance to Afghanistan,” said Nancy Izzo Jackson, a State Department official in charge of Afghanistan, quoted by AFP.

“And we will continue to support efforts to achieve an honorable and enduring outcome in Afghanistan that preserves our investment in Afghanistan’s future,” she told a conference on India’s role in Afghanistan at the Hudson Institute.

India constructed the new parliament building in Afghanistan as well as the Salma Dam, a hydropower dam in the west of Afghanistan. (TOLO NEWS)

Trump Says Washington Working with Taliban to Reach to Agreement

WASHINGTON - The U.S. President Donald Trump on Friday said that Washington is working on an agreement with the Taliban militant group.

“You know we’re pulling way down in Afghanistan. We’re working on an agreement now with the Taliban,” Trump told Fox News on Friday. “Let’s see what happens.”

Hi Comments come days after the Taliban released two foreign professors, American Kevin King and Australian Timothy Weeks, in exchange for the release of three Taliban prisoners.

In addition, the insurgent group released 10 Afghan soldiers following the release of their prisoners by Afghan government.

“Let’s hope this leads to more good things on the peace front like a cease-fire that will help end this long war,” Trump tweeted on Tuesday.

The U.S. and Taliban negotiators held at least 10 rounds of formal talks for a yearlong until they reached an agreement “in principle”. However, Trump abruptly called off the talks after Taliban claimed responsibility for an attack in Kabul that killed several Afghans including an American soldier. (More on P4, 11)
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Bodies of 28 Afghan Refugees Returned to Afghanistan

NIMROG - The bodies of 28 Afghans who were repatriated to the southwestern province of Nimroz from Iran, local officials confirmed.

The refugees died in a traffic accident in Nimroz on Friday, but the cause of the accident is not yet known. According to the accident, five people, including four women and three children, were injured and transported to Nimroz Hospital.
Afghan Women – Not Sacrificial Lamb

W
ith the emergence of human rights discourse following the
collapse of the Taliban regime, the rights and free-
doms of women have been highly controversial issues.
Women’s inclusion and participation in social, political and eco-

nomically subordinate roles is highlighted. In modern and interna-
tional media, highlighted violence against women to the extent that women’s
strides and active role in collective issues were disregarded. It is
expected that Afghan women are to take their places in politics, in the
economic spheres were reiterated. National and international media
have been a highly controversial issue.

It is self-explanatory that Afghan women encountered many chal-

The transformation of colonial Indian society into modern one has raised
questions of caste and religion based identities. To have an identity is to
belong to an integrated social relationship of a number of roles and
acts. Since these beliefs, duties and acts are constructed and sustained soci-
ally and are performed in terms of social and cultural ideals, customs
and traditions.

It was undoubtedly a major blunder of BNP to opt Afghanistan as their
base for recruitment and recruitment. They were never welcomed here.
The closure of their cell from the eyes and.slim was comparatively, the Afghan
women and girls and all kinds of groups demanded BNP to deal with the
women and girls and the nation and international media were outraged. The
Newspaper has carried the following text on the occasion:

We have eliminated Daesh the Afghan President Ashraf Ghani boasted by
declaring victory over Islamic State in southern Afghanistan. The Afghan
President Ashraf Ghani visited neighboring Turkmenistan on Tuesday to celebrate the
closure of BNP which had only been a symbol of their existence. BNP’s
activities are confined to this region and they have also been
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The last time I was supposed to have a meeting, they [Taiwan] thought they would get away with it. But I thought it would be good to kill people so they could negotiate from a position of strength. I told Trump I was worried about this, but Trump told Fox News while explaining his decision of calling off his meeting with the president of Taiwan, “I’m very much against that decision. The trade war is a very unfair trade relationship between the United States and China. The United States has a substantial trade surplus with China and expects China to make major changes in its trading practices and policies. The trade war is not about China. The trade war is about us getting China to do what we want them to do.”

Meanwhile, the Indian Parliament’s Independent Human Rights Commission delivered a report in which they raised serious concerns about the human rights situation in Taiwan. The report stated that “President Trump insisted on a ceasefire as prenegotiation to ensure Taiwan’s stability.”

3. Afghanistan Urges

products to Afghanistan at about $3.7 billion. Elsewhere in his remarks, he emphasized that the country’s market for goods and services was strong and would be beneficial for both Afghanistan and Iran. The Afghan official stated that “President Trump insisted on a ceasefire as prenegotiation to ensure Taiwan’s stability.”

4. Violence Against

an active role in women’s decision-making and the protection of women’s rights in Afghanistan. This is an area that should be brought to women’s rights in Af- ghani-istan.”

5. Bodies of... week the incident was reported by Ira- nian officials, said 28 people were killed and 14 others were injured. According to the Nimeh Province Council, who is a commander of the Afghan National Army, 100 Afghan civilians were killed and 400 others were injured. He added that Afghan officials called a joint statement, which was not dis- cussed with the government of Afghanistan, to hold an annual conference in Afghanistan. The statement also emphasized that “public uprising is the only way to eliminate Daesh in the area.”
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LA PAZ, Bolivia — Supporters of ousted President Evo Morales began this week to block Bolivia's leaders from trying to hold a new election and launch talks with end users that has claimed all three lives. The Andean nation has been in upheaval since Morales pro-

LA PAZ, Bolivia — foreign ministers in the central discussions, but there's not ports of materials critical to World War Two. It has deep-
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MELBOURNE - Australian politicians say Media Revelations of China's Spying Distrubing
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JORDAN - Israel continues to pay a high price for its military adventures, with more than a decade of fighting in the region leaving more than 700,000 people missing or unaccounted for. The Israeli military has come under increasing international pressure to explain its actions and its impact on civilians. The UN has called on Israel to halt its attacks on civilians and to allow humanitarian aid to enter the region. The International Community has urged Israel to respect international law and to cease its military operations.

India and Pakistan have been engaged in a border dispute over the disputed region of Kashmir since 1947. The dispute has escalated in recent years, with both countries conducting nuclear tests and deploying large numbers of troops along the Line of Control, a de facto border that divides the region. The situation remains highly volatile, with the potential for a military confrontation.

However, there is hope for peace in the region. The Indian and Pakistani governments have indicated a desire to reduce tensions and find a peaceful resolution to the dispute. International efforts, including mediation by the United Nations, have been made to facilitate dialogue between the two sides. In addition, many organizations and individuals have been working to promote peace and understanding in the region.

In conclusion, the situation in Kashmir remains complex, with both sides having strong and deeply held views on the issue. However, there is a growing recognition of the need for a peaceful resolution to the dispute, and efforts are being made to move towards a more stable and secure future for the region.

The following text is a sample of the content that has been extracted for the document.):
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KABUL - Supporters of candidate added, “exertion of one-sided tariff under Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA) for importing and exported products to the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan’s Independent Election Commission would seek the government’s help to remove the recount hurdle, the commission’s spokesman said on Saturday.

Afghanistan’s Independent Election Commission would seek the government’s help to remove the recount hurdle, the commission’s spokesman said on Saturday.

Several presidential candidates have called on IEC to invalidate around 300,000 votes from the 28 September election. They wanted those excluded before the IEC started auditing and recounted the votes from more than 8,000 polling stations.

Habib Ur Rahman Nang, head of IEC’s secretariat, said that they had received recount results from 20 provinces. Preliminary results from the vote were originally scheduled to be announced on October 19, but it has been postponed two times and it is unclear when it would be released. Zabihulah, an IEC’s spokesman, said that the commission was seeking to announce the results as soon as possible. (TV NEWS)

TEHRAN - Afghanistan called on exemption of one-sided tariff under Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA) for exporting products to the Islamic Republic of Iran. Head of Trade Promotion Organization of Iran (TPOI) Hamid Zadboon made the remark on Fri. and pointed to the factors affecting promotion of Iran’s trade with Afghanistan.

Head of Trade Promotion Organization of Iran (TPOI) Hamid Zadboon made the remark on Fri. and pointed to the factors affecting promotion of Iran’s trade with Afghanistan.

Afghanistan urges imposition of unilateral PTA tariff for Iran export: TPOI

The report, which was made public at a gathering in Kabul on Saturday, compares 2,536 cases of violence against women over the first seven months of last solar year—March 2018 to September 2018—with 2,762 cases in the same period last year.

The report, which was made public at a gathering in Kabul on Saturday, compares 2,536 cases of violence against women over the first seven months of last solar year—March 2018 to September 2018—with 2,762 cases in the same period last year.

Five districts of Kabul province are in the top five districts of violence against women.

Near the presence of robust economic links, “We are determined to strengthen the presence of our businessmen in Chabahar Port.” He called Chabahar a transit bridge for Afghanistan, which was going to expand economic relations with Iran by enhancing exports and imports through Chabahar.

Violence Against Women Increases by 8%: Report

KABUL - The Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission, or AIHRC, in a new report claims that violence against women in the country has increased 8 percent with 2,762 cases this year.

The report, which was made public at a gathering in Kabul on Saturday, compares 2,536 cases of violence against women over the first seven months of last solar year—March 2018 to September 2018—with 2,762 cases in the same period this year.

Some participants at the event called for more on P4.

Kabul to Boost Transit Trade Via Chabahar Port

KABUL - Afghan businessman hopeful that the proposed Chabahar Port, the Iran media reported. Afghan Ambassador to Iran Abdul Qahar Lulwad said the statement was made during a meeting with Chabahar Free Trade Zone head Abdul Rahim Kordi.

Iran’s annual export volume of the Chabahar Port is one of the requests of the Islamic Republic of Iran is one of the requests of the Islamic Republic of Iran. Afghanistan's Independent Election Commission would seek the government’s help to remove the recount hurdle, the commission’s spokesman said on Saturday.

According to the report, 125 of the cases are sexual violence, and this is one percent increase from the same period last year. Moreover, 460 of the cases are “emotionally-related violence,” which is a 14 percent increase compared with the last year. Also, 1,400 of the cases are identified as acts of verbal or psychological abuse, which is a 37 percent increase compared with the same period in 2018.

Male accounted for 87 percent of the cases.

Some participants at the event called for more on P4.

KABUL - The Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission, or AIHRC, in a new report claims that violence against women in the country has increased 8 percent with 2,762 cases this year.

According to the report, 125 of the cases are sexual violence, and this is one percent increase from the same period last year. Moreover, 460 of the cases are “emotionally-related violence,” which is a 14 percent increase compared with the last year. Also, 1,400 of the cases are identified as acts of verbal or psychological abuse, which is a 37 percent increase compared with the same period in 2018.
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